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Grade 7

Language:
1. Spell the word “MARRIED” M-A-R-R-I-E-D
2. Fill in the correct missing word.
Are you ready to ______________________ the examination?
a. began

b. begin

c. begun

d. beginning

3. Which of the following is NOT a multi-word verb?
a. throw away

b. pick up

c. put down

d. very beautiful

4. The past tense or (verb 2) of become is __________________.?
a. becomes

b. becoming

c. becomed

d. became

5. Fill in the correct missing word.
You _______________ at school yesterday afternoon. Where _____________ you?
a. were / was

b. were / wasn’t c. weren’t / were

d. wasn’t / was

Mathematics:
1. Find the value of 12 – (3 – 9).
a. 6

b. 24

c. 18

d. 20

2. It is the answer in division.
a. sum

b. difference

c. quotient

d. product

3. The number to be divided is called___.
a. subtrahend

b. dividend

c. minuend

d. divisor

4. If we add positive integer to another positive integer, the result is____.
a. positive

b. negative

c. either

d. none of the above

5. What is the quotient of this equation [-525 ÷ 15]?
a. -5

b. -55

c. -35
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d. 35

Science:
1. What is the unit used in measuring the force of an object?
a. Newton

b. Gravity

c. Kilogram

d. meter

2. Who was the famous scientist, discovered the theories behind force.
a. CJ Tapuro

b. Isaac Newton

c. Franklin Galileo

d. None of the above

3. The natural force that pulls on an object.
a. Mass

b. Weight

c. Height

d. Gravity

4. A measure of how much matter an object is made of.
a. Momentum

b. Velocity

c. Mass

d. Work

5. The force that one surface exerts on another when the two object rub agaist
each other.
a. Friction

b. Mass

c. Work

d. Newton

Social Studies:
1. Interview is an example of an /a _________ evidence.
a. oral

b. visual

c. published

d. unpublished

2. Newspaper is an example of __________ evidence.
a. oral

b. visual

c. published

d. unpublished

3. Diaries are example of __________ evidence.
a. oral

b. visual

c. published

d. unpublished

4. Suvarnabhumi means golden __________.
a. voice

b. land

c. crown

d. note

5. Picture are example of ___________evidence.
a. oral

b. visual

c. published
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d. unpublished

Health Education:
1. What organ contains sound receptors?
a. eye

b. ear

c. nose

d. tongue

c. nose

d. tongue

2. What organ contains the light receptors?
a. eye

b. ear

3. The largest organ of the body is called ____________.
a. skin

b. heart

c. lungs

d. nose

4. Which of the following is not the skin’s function?
a. to touch

b. to hear

c. to feel pain

d. to feel heat

c. nerve

d. neurons

5. What is the center of the nervous system?
a. spinal cord

b. brain
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